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Abstract. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field K. If for almost all primes of K, the
reduction of E modulo that prime has rational cyclic isogeny of fixed degree, we can ask if this forces
E to have a cyclic isogeny of that degree over K. Building upon the work of Sutherland, Anni, and
Banwait-Cremona in the case of prime degree, we consider this question for cyclic isogenies of arbitrary
degree.
1. Introduction
Fix a number field K. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over K. For all primes p of K where E
has good reduction, let Ep denote the reduction of E modulo p. If E has some level structure over K,
such as a rational torsion point or a rational isogeny, then for almost all p, the reduction Ep does as
well. Say that E has level-structure locally at p if Ep has such structure.
One can then ask about a converse: if E has some structure locally for almost all p, does E
necessarily have such structure over K? Katz originally asked this question for the property that
m | #EpKqtors. (Note that this in particular asks about rational `-torsion points, where ` is prime.)
He showed that it is not true in general; however, E is always isogenous (over K) to a curve E1 such
that m | #EpKqtors [5, Theorem 2].
Sutherland asked the analogous question for the property of having an isogeny of degree `, for a
fixed prime `. In [9], he showed that this question again has a negative answer in general. This
local-global question cannot be salvaged by considering isogenous curves since the property of having
an isogeny of prime degree ` is itself an isogeny invariant. However, Sutherland gives a classification
of the exceptions that implies, in particular, that if ` ” 1 pmod 4q and ?` R K, then E does have an
isogeny of degree ` over K. Anni in [1] then proved that for any fixed number field K, there are only
finitely many primes ` such that there exists an elliptic curve E{K with an isogeny of degree ` locally
almost everywhere, but not an isogeny of degree ` over K. And if ` ‰ 5, 7, there are finitely many
j-invariants of curves over K which give exceptions.
The key to the proof of these theorems is to translate the problem into a purely group theoretic
statement about the image of the mod ` Galois representation,
ρE,` : GK Ñ AutpEr`sq » GL2pZ{`Zq,
where GK denotes the absolute Galois group GalpK¯{Kq. There exists a K-rational isogeny of degree
` if and only if G “ ImpρE,`q preserves a 1-dimensional subspace; the Chebotarev density theorem
shows that Ep admits a kp-rational isogeny of degree ` for almost all p if and only if every element of
G preserves a 1-dimensional subspace.
In this paper we extend these results to cyclic isogenies of composite degree N , which we will refer
to as N -isogenies for the remainder of the paper. While the property of having an `-isogeny is an
isogeny invariant, this is not true for isogenies of composite degree. For this reason, following Katz,
we will focus on (K-rational) isogeny classes of elliptic curves. For any field k, and E{k an elliptic
curve, we will denote by C pEq “ C pE{kq the k-rational isogeny class of E. We say that C pEq has
an N -isogeny if there exist E1, E2 P C pEq and an isogeny E1 Ñ E2 of degree N . We then ask, if for
almost all p, C pEp{kpq has an N isogeny (i.e. C pEq has an N -isogeny locally almost everywhere),
must C pEq have one as well? When this is true, we say that C pEq satisfies the local-global principle
for N -isogenies. For any particular E defined over K, if C pEq satisfies the local-global principle, we
say that E satisfies the local-global principle up to isogeny. If not, we say that C pEq is an exceptional
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isogeny class and that E is exceptional (for N -isogenies) over K. One checks that for j ‰ 0, 1728, this
depends only upon the j-invariant of E; it is therefore convenient to say pN, jq is exceptional for K if
there exists a curve E{K with jpEq “ j that is exceptional for N -isogenies over K.
Since this specializes to Sutherland’s question when N is prime, there are necessarily exceptions.
Our first theorem is the following finiteness statement for counterexamples:
Theorem 1. For any number field K,
(1) There exist only finitely many j-invariants j P K such that pN, jq is exceptional for some N
with gcdpN, 70q “ 1.
(2) For a fixed integer N not in the set 
5, 7, 8, 10, 16, 24, 25, 32, 40, 49, 50, 72
(
,
there are only finitely many j-invariants j such that pN, jq is an exceptional pair.
If N “śi `nii , then C pEq has an N -isogeny locally almost everywhere if and only if for all i, C pEq
has an `nii -isogeny locally almost everywhere. And C pEq has a global N -isogeny if and only if C pEq
has a global `nii -isogeny for all i.
For this reason, we begin by classifying exceptions when N “ `n is a prime power. Given the results
of [9, 1, 2] in the case n “ 1, a key component of the proof of Theorem 1 is understanding when a
global `-isogeny can be “lifted” to a global `n-isogeny using the local data of an `n-isogeny locally
almost everywhere. We make the following definition:
Definition 1.1. Assume that C pEq globally has an `-isogeny, and locally almost everywhere has an
`n-isogeny. If C pEq does not globally have an `n-isogeny, then we say that ` is a lift-exceptional prime
for E{K and call p`n, jpEqq a lift-exceptional pair for K. If there exists an n and a prime ` such that
p`n, jpEqq is a lift-exceptional pair, then we say that jpEq is a lift-exceptional j-invariant.
Using this terminology, we prove
Theorem 2. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field K, and ` an odd prime such that E has
a global `-isogeny and C pEq locally almost everywhere has an `n-isogeny.
(i) If `k is the minimal lift-exceptional power of `, then k is odd. Writing k “ 2m` 1, for some E1
in the isogeny class of E, the image of ρE1,`k must, up to conjugacy, be contained in the group
Rp`2m`1q “
"ˆ
r s
`2mpsq t
˙
: r ” t pmod `m`1q,  “ ˘1
*
.
Furthermore, C pEF q has an `k-isogeny for some extension F with rF : Ks “ 2.
(ii) If there exists j P K such that for some n ě 2, p`n, jq is lift-exceptional, then ` ď 6rK : Qs ` 1.
(iii) There are finitely many lift-exceptional j-invariants jpEq over K.
Remark. Note, in particular, that there are no elliptic curves with an `-isogeny for which the local-
global principle fails for `2-isogenies (up to taking isogenous curves).
Remark. This result bounds exceptional primes by a constant depending only upon K, not E. It is
not possible to strengthen this to an absolute constant. For any `, there exists a number field K and
an elliptic curve E defined over K such that ` is a lift-exceptional prime (see Corollary 4.12 below).
Theorem 2 applies only to odd primes `. Similar to part (i), in Proposition 5.4 we classify all
exceptional Galois representations for 2n-torsion for n ď 6 (in particular minimal ones). This covers
all counterexamples to the local-global principle for 2n-isogenies that could occur infinitely often over
a number field.
When E{K¯ has the extra structure of complex multiplication by an order O in an imaginary
quadratic field F , we can classify exceptional pairs up to a factor which is polynomially small in the
degree of K over Q. We denote the Hilbert class field of F by HF .
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Theorem 3. Let E{K be an elliptic curve with geometric complex multiplication by an order O Ă OF .
If C is any integer of the form C “śi `nii where for all i, `i splits in F and one of
‚ `i ” 1 pmod 4q and K Ą Qp?`iq, or
‚ `i ” 3 pmod 4q and KF “ Kp?´`iq, or
‚ `i “ 2, ni ě 3 and K Ą Qp
?
2q and KF “ Kp?´2q,
then E has a C-isogeny locally almost everywhere up to isogeny. Conversely, if E has an N -isogeny
locally almost everywhere up to isogeny, then there exist relatively prime numbers A,B,C such that
N “ ABC and
A ď p#OF rKF : HF sq4 ď p6rK : Qsq4,
E has a B-isogeny up to isogeny, E fails to have a C-isogeny up to isogeny, and C is of the form
above; if F Ă K then C “ 1.
When N “ ` is prime, the quartic polynomial bound for A can be improved to linear. More
precisely, we show in Section 8 that for ` ą 6rK : Qs ` 1, the pair p`, jpEqq is exceptional if and only
if F Ć K and ` is of the form of the integer C in the statement of Theorem 3. This shows that if K
does not contain the CM field F , then exceptional primes can be arbitrarily large compared to the
degree rK : Qs, correcting [1, Lemma 6.1].
In addition to classifying exceptions for general number fields K, Sutherland proves that there
is exactly one counterexample to the local-global principle for `-isogenies when K “ Q, namely
p`, jpEqq “ p7, 2268945{128q. We extend this to prime power degrees and prove
Theorem 4. Let C pE{Qq have an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere. If E is not Q-isogenous to a
curve with an `n-isogeny over Q, then `n and jpEq are in the following list:
(1) ` “ 7, n “ 1 or n “ 2, and jpEq “ 2268945{128.
(2) ` “ 2, n “ 4, and jpEq “ jpt0q for
jptq “ ´4t
8 ` 110640t6 ´ 221336t4 ` 110640t2 ´ 4
64t6 ´ 128t4 ` 64t2 ,
and t0 P Q.
Conversely j “ 2268945{128 is exceptional for 7- and 72-isogenies and for every t0 P Q an elliptic
curve with j-invariant jpt0q has a 24-isogeny locally almost everywhere up to isogeny. For t0 outside
of a thin set, p24, jpt0qq is exceptional.
Whereas in the case of prime degree isogenies there were only finitely many counterexamples over
Q, part (2) of Theorem 4 gives an infinite family with exceptions for isogenies with degree a power of
2.
As for isogenies of prime degree, these theorems are proved by analyzing the mod N Galois repre-
sentation attached to E and modular curves XH for exceptional subgroups H Ď GL2pZ{NZq. The
paper is organized as follows: results on prime power isogenies and lift-exceptional pairs are covered in
Sections 3 – 7 of the paper. In Section 2 we cover the basic preliminaries on Galois representations and
modular curves, to set the stage for the remainder of the paper. We also lay out a framework for the
group-theoretic analysis to follow . The group theory necessary to classify lift-exceptional subgroups
of GL2pZ{`nZq is contained in Sections 3 and 4. At this point we will be able to deduce part (i) of
Theorem 2. The results of previous sections do not apply to the prime 2, so in Section 5 we summarize
the techniques used to computationally investigate this problem. In Section 6 we prove part (ii) of
Theorem 2, which bounds lift-exceptional `. We prove part (iii) of Theorem 2 and the finiteness result
of Theorem 1 in Section 7 by examining the appropriate modular curves. Section 8 contains more
precise characterizations of exceptional primes for curves with complex multiplication and a proof of
Theorem 3. Finally, in Section 9, we turn to the problem of finding the rational points on the relevant
modular curves to prove Theorem 4. This relies heavily on the recent work on Rouse–Zureick-Brown
and Sutherland–Zywina.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Galois Representations. Let E be an elliptic curve over K and N a natural number. Fix an
algebraic closure K¯ of K. We will denote by ErN s the group of N -torsion points of E over K¯, which
is endowed with a linear action of GalpK¯{Kq “: GK . We therefore have a map GK Ñ AutpErN sq.
Choosing an isomorphism pZ{NZq2 » ErN s gives an identification of AutpErN sq with GL2pZ{NZq
by action on the left (via column vectors). This defines a representation
ρE,N : GK Ñ GL2pZ{NZq,
which we refer to as the mod N Galois representation attached to E{K. Choosing compatible bases for
all ErN s, we can define the adelic Galois representation
ρE,8 : GK Ñ Aut
ˆ
lim
N
ErN s
˙
» GL2pZˆq.
Composition with reduction modulo N recovers the mod N Galois representation ρE,N . Similarly
composition with the surjection ZˆÑ Z` defines the `-adic Galois representation
ρE,`8 : GK Ñ GL2pZ`q,
which is the inverse limit of the mod `n Galois representations. Let us fix the notation G :“ GE Ă
GL2pZ`q for the image of the `-adic Galois representation of an elliptic curve E{K. Let Gp`nq denote
the image of G under reduction GL2pZ`q Ñ GL2pZ{`nZq, i.e. the image of the mod `n-representation.
2.2. Subgroups of GL2pZ{`nZq. Recall that a Borel subgroup of GL2pZ{`nZq is the subgroup of
automorphisms of pZ{`nZq2 that preserve a specified submodule L » Z{`nZ Ă pZ{`nZq2 (which we
will refer to as a line). Choosing a basis compatible with the flag L Ă pZ{`nZq2, the Borel subgroup
associated to L can be identified with matrices of the form
`˚ ˚
0 ˚
˘
.
Call two lines L and L1 in pZ{`nZq2 independent if they are independent modulo `. Note that two
such lines give a direct sum decomposition L ‘ L1 » pZ{`nZq2. Associated to two such lines is a
split Cartan subgroup of linear automorphisms of pZ{`nZq2 preserving both L and L1. Again in an
appropriate basis, a split Cartan subgroup can be identified with matrices of the form
`˚ 0
0 ˚
˘
.
We make one new definition which will be useful in what follows:
Definition 2.1. A radical subgroup of GL2pZ{`nZq is one that fixes a line L Ă pZ{`nZq2 and an
isomorphism between L and the quotient pZ{`nZq2{L up to a sign. Hence there exists a basis in which
a radical subgroup acts as ˆ
χ1 ˚
0 ˘χ1
˙
,
Radical subgroups occur “in nature” as the image of ρE,` for E with CM by an order in a field F
in which ` ramifies [4, Thm 13.1.2].
Finally, recall that a nonsplit Cartan subgroup of GL2pZ{`Zq is a cyclic subgroup isomorphic to Fˆ`2
acting on the F`-vector space F`2 » F2` . Let  be a nonquadratic residue mod `. Then in an appropriate
basis, a nonsplit Cartan subgroup can be identified with matrices of the form p x yy x q for x, y P F` not
both 0.
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There is an involution on the set of subgroups of GL2pZ{NZq sending a group to its transpose
GT :“ tgT : g P Gu.
Many relevant subgroups of GL2pZ{NZq are conjugate to their transpose; for example Borel and
Cartan subgroups.
2.3. Modular Curves. We begin by recalling the definition of the modular curve XpNq. This is
the course space of the smooth compactification of the stack whose S points parameterize (up to
isomorphism) pairs pE, ιq, where E{S is an elliptic curve and
ι : pZ{NZq2S Ñ ErN s
is a choice of isomorphism. Note that this is the “big” modular curve at level N : it is geometrically
disconnected, with components over QpµN q in bijection with the primitive elements of µN .
Precomposition of ι with g´1 P GL2pZ{NZq
gpιq “ ι ˝ g´1
defines a left action of GL2pZ{NZq on XpNq. The map XpNq to the j-line Xp1q forgetting the level
structure at N is Galois with group GL2pZ{NZq{t˘1u. Note that the Galois group GQ also acts on
XpNq by postcomposition with ι on the left.
Let G be a subgroup of GL2pZ{NZq containing ´I :“
`´1 0
0 ´1
˘
. We can then define the modu-
lar curve XG as the (coarse space of the) quotient of XpNq by the action of G. The K-points of
XG parameterize pairs pE, Cq, where E is an elliptic curve over K and C is an equivalence class of
isomorphisms ι : pZ{NZq2 Ñ ErN s, where ι „ ι1 if there exists g P G such that ι1 “ ι ˝ g´1.
Lemma 2.2 ([7, Lemma 2.1]). There exists a choice of ι such that pE, ιq gives rise to a K-point of
XG if and only if ImpρE,N q is contained in a subgroup of GL2pZ{NZq conjugate to G.
Note that in [7] the Galois representation is defined in terms of row vectors, and so one must take
the transpose G ÞÑ GT to match our modular curves.
If G does not have surjective determinant, then XG is also geometrically disconncected. It is classical
that a connected component XpNq˝ of XpNq can be described geometrically by
XpNq˝pCq » ΓpNqzH˚,
where H˚ is the extended upper half place H Y P1pQq and ΓpNq is the full modular group of level
N . There is a similar description in the case of XG. Given a subgroup S Ă SL2pZ{NZq define the
congruence subgroup
ΓS :“ ts P SL2pZq : ps mod Nq P Su.
For convenience let G¯ :“ GX SL2pZ{NZq.
Lemma 2.3. Let G Ă GL2pZ{NZq contain ´I. Then
XG˝pCq » ΓG¯zH˚.
Proof. This follows from the classical fact for XpNq. Indeed by the description of the components of
XpNqpCq, the action of G¯ preserves the components (and is in fact the stabilizer of any one component).
This action restricts on ΓpNqzH˚ to the action of ΓG¯{ΓpNq » G¯.
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ΓpNqzH˚
ΓG¯zH˚ XpNqpCq
XG¯pCq
XGpCq
G¯{t˘1u
conn. comp.
G¯{t˘1u
The result now follows from the following elementary fact about group actions:
Lemma 2.4. If a group G acts on a set X and X “ ŤiXi so that for all g P G, gpXiq “ Xfpg,iq for
some function f , then the image of Xi in X{G is isomorphic to Xi{pGX Stabpiqq . 
In particular this implies that we may compute the genus of XG using the description ΓG¯zH˚.
2.4. Group-Theoretic Rephrasing. Because our argument will focus on particular curves in an
isogeny class we make the following definitions. Say that E{k has an N -isogeny up to isogeny if C pEq
has an N -isogeny. Similarly say that E has an N -isogney locally almost everywhere up to isogeny if for
almost all p, C pEpq has an N -isogeny.
We now translate the conditions of E having an `n-isogeny (up to isogeny) and locally almost
everywhere having an `n-isogeny (up to isogeny) into the language of Galois representations.
Having a cyclic `n-isogeny over K is equivalent to the condition that Gp`nq be contained in a Borel
subgroup of GL2pZ{`nZq. Indeed, the kernel of the isogeny is a line L Ă Er`ns which is Galois-stable,
and hence preserved by every element of Gp`nq.
If some member of the K-isogeny class of E has an `n-isogeny over K, then E lies somewhere in a
chain of `-isogenous curves of length n in its K-isogeny graph. Therefore this condition is equivalent
to the existence of an integer k such that Gp`nq is Cartan mod `k and Borel mod `n´k.
The Chebotarev Density Theorem allows us to translate these conditions at almost all primes into
a purely group-theoretic condition on the image of the Galois representation. For any (conjugacy
class of an) element g P Gp`nq, there exists some prime p of K such that g “ ϕp,`n , the image of
the |kp|-power Frobenius mod `n. As Galpk¯p{kpq is generated by ϕp, conditions imposed upon every
element of Gp`nq translate into conditions on the image of the mod `n Galois representation of Ep
ρEp,` : Galpk¯p{kpq Ñ GL2pZ{`nZq.
If Ep has an `
n-isogeny over kp, then ρEp,`npϕp,`nq fixes a line, and so is contained in some Borel
subgroup of GL2pZ{NZq. We will also refer to this condition as every element having a rational
eigenvector, which of course implies that the characteristic polynomial of ρEp,`npϕp,`nq has a solution
mod `n. Imposing this condition modulo almost all p therefore translates into the condition that every
element of Gp`nq has a rational eigenvector and so is contained in some Borel subgroup.
If instead we only know that Ep is kp-isogenous to a curve with an `
n-isogeny, then as the trace of
Frobenius trpρEp,`npϕp,`nqq is a kp-isogeny invariant, the characteristic polynomial
x2 ´ trpρEp,`npϕp,`nqqx`Nmppq
still has a rational solution mod `n. Therefore the discriminant
∆pϕq :“ trpϕq2 ´ 4 detpϕq “ trpϕq2 ´ 4 Nmppq
is a square modulo `n. Therefore, for ` ‰ 2, the weaker assumption that E locally almost everywhere
has an `n-isogeny up to isogeny implies the condition that every element φ of Gp`nq has discriminant
a square mod `n. A converse is the content of Proposition 4.4.
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2.5. Overview of Group-Theoretic Techniques. We will prove Theorem 2 by proving that, for `
large enough, we may perform a sequence of lifts of our global `-isogeny to an `2-isogeny up to isogeny,
then an `3-isogeny up to isogeny, and so forth to successively higher powers of `. The technique applied
splits the problem naturally into two cases: (1) we are lifting from an odd power of ` to an even power,
and (2) we are lifting from an even power to an odd power of `. We will show that lift-exceptional
subgroups only arise when lifting from an even to an odd power of `.
Key to this argument is the fact that everything here is only “up to isogeny”. In the course of
our inductive argument, we are naturally led to assume that E{K is isogenous to an E1{K which has
a global `n´1-isogeny. This does not imply that GEp`n´1q is contained in a Borel, but GE1p`n´1q is
contained in a Borel. Furthermore, E has a global `n-isogeny up to isogeny if and only if E1 does, as
E and E1 are in the same isogeny class. Thus, without loss of generality, in our inductive argument
we will assume that E itself has an `n´1-isogeny globally by replacing E by an appropriate curve in
its isogeny class.
Sections 3 and 4 contain the group-theoretic results necessary to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.5. Let ` be an odd prime and let E/K have a rational `-isogeny and locally almost
everywhere have a rational `n-isogeny up to isogeny. Then:
‚ If n “ 2, E has a rational `2-isogeny up to isogeny,
‚ If n ą 2, E has a rational `n-isogeny up to isogeny or GE1p`2m`1q is contained in
Rp`2m`1q “
"ˆ
r s
`2mpsq t
˙
: r ” t pmod `m`1q,  “ ˘1
*
,
for some 0 ă m ď pn´ 1q{2 and some E1 „K E. In that case, E has a rational `2m-isogengy
up to isogeny.
Remark. This Theorem shows that exceptions occur only when lifting from an even power of ` to an
odd power. And in these cases the exceptional images of Galois are Borel mod `2m and radical mod
`m`1.
The proof of this theorem relies in a crucial way upon the map
φB “ φ : Gp`n´1q Ď B Ñ
`
Z{`n´1Z˘ˆ “ Z{`n´2p`´ 1qZ,
defined as the ratio of the diagonal characters:
φ
ˆ
˚1 ˚
0 ˚2
˙
“ ˚1
˚2
,
where B is a Borel subgroup of GL2pZ{`n´1Zq that we assume to be upper-triangular in the chosen
basis. (Note the map depends on the choice of B.)
Under our inductive hypothesis that Gp`n´1q is contained in a Borel subgroup B, we consider the
composite map
φ1 : Gp`nq Ñ Gp`n´1q φÝÑ `Z{`n´1Z˘ˆ ,
where the first map is reduction mod `n´1. As pZ{`n´1Zqˆ is cyclic, the group Gp`nq is generated by
a preimage of a generator of the image of φ1, and the kernel of φ1. To show that Gp`nq is contained in
a Borel, we use the local data that every element of Gp`nq has square discriminant to show that each
of these pieces is contained in the same Borel lifting the Borel B containing Gp`n´1q.
This analysis is carried out in Section 3, with the result of proving a necessary but insufficient
condition on exceptional subgroups. These “potentially exceptional” subgroups are then analyzed
more carefully in Section 4, leading to a proof of Theorem 2.5. In these sections we will always assume
that ` is an odd prime.
At this point we will have shown (i) of Theorem 2.
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3. Group Theoretic Analysis of GL2pZ{`nZq
Let G denote a closed subgroup of GL2pZ`q. We will eventually take G to be the image of the
`-adic Galois representation of E. Denote by Gp`nq the reduction of G mod `n. When we say that
H Ă GL2pZ{`nZq lifts H 1 Ă GL2pZ{`n´1Zq, we mean that pH mod `n´1q “ H 1.
Lemma 3.1. Let γ¯ P Gp`q have 2 distinct eigenvalues. If γ P Gp`nq reduces mod ` to γ¯ then γ has 2
distinct eigenvalues mod `n with corresponding eigenvectors.
Proof. As the eigenvalues of γ¯ are distinct, the derivative of the characteristic polynomial of γ¯ evaluated
on any eigenvalue is nonzero. Hence Hensel’s Lemma guarantees the existence of distinct eigenvalues
of γ mod `n.
Similarly, the derivative of the projectivized eigenvector equation evaluated on the projectivized
eigenvector is nonzero as tr2pγ¯q ´ 4 detpγ¯q ‰ 0. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that Gp`n´1q is contained in a fixed Borel subgroup B Ď GL2pZ{`n´1Zq. Let
γ P Gp`nq, with reduction γ¯ P Gp`q having distinct eigenvalues. Then there exists some Borel subgroup
B1 Ď GL2pZ{`nZq lifting B which contains γ.
Proof. Let γ1 denote the reduction of γ mod `n´1. By Lemma 3.1 γ and γ1 each have two distinct
eigenspaces. The group B necessarily fixes one of the eigenspaces L1 of γ1, which is the reduction of
an eigenspace L of γ. The Borel associated to L lifts B and contains γ. 
Recall that for Gp`n´1q Ď B, the map φB “ φ : Gp`n´1q Ñ
`
Z{`n´1Z˘ˆ is defined as
φ
ˆ
˚1 ˚
˚2
˙
“ ˚1
˚2
.
Define the subgroup Ip`n´1q Ď Gp`n´1q to be the kernel of the map φ. Let Kp`nq Ď Gp`nq be the
kernel of the composite map
φ1 : Gp`nq Ñ Gp`n´1q Ñ `Z{`n´1Z˘ˆ ,
which is alternatively the subgroup generated by the preimage of Ip`n´1q in Gp`nq:
Kp`nq Gp`nq
Ip`n´1q Gp`n´1q `Z{`n´1Z˘ˆ
φ1
φ
The group Gp`nq is generated by Kp`nq and a preimage X P Gp`nq of a generator of the image
φ1pGp`nqq.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that every element of Gp`nq has square discriminant and that Gp`n´1q is
contained in a Borel subgroup, but Gp`q is not contained in a split Cartan subgroup. Assuming
that the image of φ is nontrivial, there exists a preimage X of a generator of the image of
φ1 : Gp`nq Ñ pZ{`n´1Zqˆ that is contained in some Borel subgroup lifting the Borel mod `n´1.
Proof. We work in a basis in which Gp`n´1q is upper-triangular. Let X be some choice of preimage
of a generator of the image of φ1; by assumption X has distinct diagonal entries mod `n´1. If X has
distinct diagonal entries mod `, the Lemma follows from Lemma 3.2. Otherwise n ě 3 and it has
equal diagonal entries mod `j for some 0 ă j ď tn´12 u. Note that this implies that all of Gp`n´1q has
equal diagonal entries modulo `j , and hence every element of Gp`n´1q is of the formˆ
a` `jx b
0 a` `jw
˙
.
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Because we haveˆ
a` `jx b
0 a` `jw
˙ˆ
1
k`n´j´1
˙
“
ˆ
a` `jx` bk`n´j´1
pa` `jwqk`n´j´1
˙
”`n´1 pa` `jpx` bk`n´2j´1qq
ˆ
1
k`n´j´1
˙
,
Gp`n´1q is contained in the intersection of all of the Borels fixing the lines spanned by
ˆ
1
k`n´j´1
˙
for
any k. The element X P Gp`nq is necessarily of the formˆ
a` `jx b
`n´1ζ a` `jw
˙
,
and ` - b since X is not contained in a Cartan mod `. The discriminant of X
∆pXq “ `2j `px´ wq2 ` 4bζ`n´2j´1˘ ,
is a square mod `n by assumption. For
ˆ
1
k`n´j´1
˙
to be an eigenvector of X for some k, we must
have
k`n´j´1pa` `jx` bk`n´j´1q ”`n `n´1ζ ` pa` `jwqk`n´j´1,
k`jpx´ wq ` bk2`n´j´1 ”`j`1 `jζ,
kpx´ wq ` bk2`n´2j´1 ”` ζ.
‚ If 2j “ n´ 1, then this equation becomes
bk2 ` px´ wqk ´ ζ ” 0 pmod `q,
which has a solution mod ` because ` - b and the discriminant px´wq2` 4bζ is assumed to be
a square.
‚ If 2j ă n´ 1, then this equation becomes
kpx´ wq ”` ζ.
This has a solution if ` - px´wq or ` | ζ. Hence if j is strictly less than tn´12 u then either there
is a solution or ` | px ´ wq and hence the diagonal characters are congruent modulo an even
higher power of `.
It suffices to show that the induction terminates. If N is odd, then it terminates at or before j “ tn´12 u,
which was already dealt with above. Otherwise, if n “ 2m then 2j ă n ´ 1 and either the induction
terminates, or when j “ m´ 1 “ t2m´12 u from above we have `|px´ wq. Computing
∆pXq “ `2m´2 `px´ wq2 ` 4bζ`˘ pmod `2mq.
This is a square modulo `2m if and only if
px´ wq2 ` 4bζ`
is a square modulo `2. But if ` | px ´ wq, then 4bζ` must be a square modulo `2, and hence ` | bζ,
forcing ` | ζ, and Gp`nq is contained in a Borel lifting the one corresponding to k “ 0. Thus the
induction terminates at j “ tn´12 u or before. 
Lemma 3.3 guarantees the ability to lift the Borel structure mod `n´1 to a Borel containing an
appropriate choice of X. We must now try to lift the Borel structure to one containing K. To do this,
it is necessary to consider the cases of lifting from mod `2m´1 to mod `2m and lifting from mod `2m
to mod `2m`1 separately.
Let Kp`2m`1q for m ą 0 denote the subgroup of GL2pZ{`2m`1Zq given in an appropriate basis by
K “
"ˆ
r s
`2ms t
˙
: r ” t pmod `2mq
*
.
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Lemma 3.4. Assume that Gp`q is not contained in a split Cartan, Gp`n´1q is contained in a Borel
B, and that every element of Gp`nq has square discriminant. Let Ip`n´1q and Kp`nq be as above.
(i) If n “ 2m is even, then Kp`2mq is contained in the intersection of all Borel subgroups of
GL2pZ{`2mZq lifting B.
(ii) If n “ 2m`1 is odd, then either Kp`2m`1q is contained in the intersection of all Borel subgroups
of GL2pZ{`2mZq lifting B, or Gp`q is contained in a radical subgroup and
Kp`2m`1q Ď Kp`2m`1q,
in an appropriate basis.
Proof. Choose a basis for pZ{`nZq2 such that some Borel B1 Ă GL2pZ{`nZq lifting B is upper-
triangular. Any lift of a generator of Kp`nq is of the form
A “
ˆ
a` `n´1x b` `n´1y
`n´1z a` `n´1w
˙
,
where a, b, c P Z{`n´1Z and b ı 0 pmod `q. The matrix A has discriminant mod `n
∆pAq “ 4`n´1bz.
If n “ 2m is even, then `2m´1 is not a square mod `2m. Hence, as ` - b, we must have that z ” 0
pmod `q in order for ∆pAq to be a square mod `2m. As such, all generators of Kp`n´1q are necessarily
upper-triangular in this basis and as such contained in B1. Thus Gp`nq is contained in the intersection
of all such Borels lifting B.
If n “ 2m`1 is odd, then `2m is a square mod `2m`1 and we must have zb a square mod ` for ∆pAq
to be a square mod `2m`1. We will show that if Gp`q is not contained in a radial subgroup, then the
Borel structure mod `n´1 must lift to mod `n in order for Kp`nq to be a normal subgroup of Gp`nq.
For the discriminant ∆pAq to be a square, we are equivalently concerned with whether β ¨ ζ is a
quadratic residue mod `, where
β “ b
a
mod `, ζ “ z
a
mod `.
The operation of matrix multiplication on elements of Kp`2m`1q:ˆ
a` `n´1x b` `n´1y
`n´1z a` `n´1w
˙
¨
ˆ
a1 ` `n´1x1 b1 ` `n´1y1
`n´1z1 a1 ` `n´1w1
˙
acts as ˆ
b
a
,
z
a
˙
¨
ˆ
b1
a1 ,
z1
a1
˙
“
ˆ
b
a
` b
1
a1 ,
z
a
` z
1
a1
˙
.
As such the set of possible pβ, ζq is a nontrivial additive subgroup of F2` , in which βζ is necessarily a
quadratic residue. Hence it is necessarily a line pδx, γxq @x P F` in which
δγ “ βζ
x2
is a quadratic residue.
If Gp`q is not contained in a radical subgroup then it contains some element G “
ˆ
g
f
˙
, where
f2 ‰ g2. The action of conjugation by (a lift to Gp`2m`1q of) G defines an operator on the group of
pβ, ζq whose action is
pβ, ζq ÞÑ
ˆ
f
g
β,
g
f
ζ
˙
.
In order for this to stabilize the line (necessary if Kp`nq is a normal subgroup), either ζ “ 0 (as desired)
or f2 “ g2, which is a contradiction.
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Otherwise we have that Gp`q is contained in a radical subgroup. Further, for all elements of Kp`nq,
bz is a square mod ` and b{z is a fixed element of Fˆ` (determining this line in F2` ). Up to conjugation
(e.g. in an appropriate basis), we may assume that this ratio is 1. Hence Kp`2m`1q is contained in
Kp`2m`1q 
Proposition 3.5. Let E{K have an `-isogeny and an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere up to
isogeny. Then E has an `n-isogeny globally up to isogeny or
KE1p`2m`1q Ď Kp`2m`1q, and GE1p`q Ď a radical subgroup,
for some 0 ă m ď pn´ 1q{2 and E1 „K E.
Proof. If E has 2 distinct `-isogenies, i.e. Gp`q is contained in a split Cartan subgroup of GL2pZ{`Zq,
then E is either isogenous to a curve which does not have 2 distinct `-isogenies, or by composing the
chain of distinct `-isogenies, E has an `n-isogeny.
So we may assume that Gp`q is contained in a Borel subgroup but not contained in a split Cartan
subgroup. Our inductive hypothesis is that Gp`j´1q is contained in a Borel subgroup (up to replacing
E with another elliptic curve in its isogeny class).
Recall that Kp`jq is the kernel of the map φ1 : Gp`jq Ñ pZ{`j´1Zqˆ, and X is a preimage of a
generator of the image. Together they generate Gp`jq.
By Lemma 3.3, we can assume X is contained in some Borel B1 lifting B, or Gp`jq Ă Kp`jq. But
further by Lemma 3.4 either Kp`jq is contained in the intersection of all Borel subgroups of GL2pZ{`jZq
lifting B, or j “ 2m ` 1 is odd. In the first case, the generators of Gp`jq are contained in the Borel
subgroup B1, implying the same of Gp`jq. In the second case, j “ 2m`1 is odd, and Lemma 3.4 gives
that Gp`q is contained in a radical subgroup and Kp`2m`1q Ď Kp`2m`1q. 
In the next section, we consider exactly when groups with Gp`q radical and Kp`2m`1q Ď Kp`2m`1q
give rise to lift-exceptional subgroups. This will lead to the classification cited in the introduction and
to the proof of Theorem 2.5.
4. Lift-Exceptional Subgroups
Definition 4.1. We say that H Ď GL2pZ{`2m`1Zq, m ą 0, is potentially lift-exceptional if every
element of H has square discriminant and
‚ H mod ` is contained in a radical subgroup but not a Cartan,
‚ H is contained in a Borel subgroup mod `2m,
‚ ker `φ1 : H Ñ pZ{`2mZqˆ˘ is contained in Kp`2m`1q.
Definition 4.2. We will say that H Ď Gp`2m`1q is a lift-exceptional subgroup for `2m`1-isogenies if it
is potentially lift-exceptional, and H is not contained in a Borel mod `2m`1.
Note that if E{K has an `-isogeny but violates the local-global principle for `n-isogenies, then
Proposition 3.5 implies that GE1p`2m`1q is lift-exceptional for some 0 ă m ď pn ´ 1q{2 and some E1
isogenous to E. The goal of this section to to determine which potentially lift-exceptional subgroups
are actually lift-exceptional.
As indicated in the Section 2, the condition that E{K have an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere
up to isogeny implies that every element of the image of the mod-`n Galois representation ρE,`npGKq
have square discriminant. Here we prove the reverse implication, which justifies the above definition
of lift-exceptional.
Lemma 4.3. Let γ P Gp`nq, n ą 2, be a lift of
ˆ
1 r
0 1
˙
mod `, with ` - r, and assume that ∆pγq is a
square mod `n. Then γ has an eigenvector mod `n.
Proof. First we show that γ has an eigenvector mod `2. This is essentially the same as the argu-
ment that there are no counter-examples for lifting from mod ` to mod `2: the condition of square
discriminant forces ` | z.
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We then have that γ is of the form
γ “
ˆ
1` `x r ` `y
`2z 1` `w
˙
,
with ∆pγq “ `2ppx ´ wq2 ` 4zpr ` `yqq a square mod `n. The quadratic equation that
ˆ
1
k`
˙
be an
eigenvector for γ is
k2 ` x´ w
r ` `yk ´
z
r ` `y ” 0 pmod `
n´2q.
This monic polynomial has discriminant px´yq
2`4zpr``yq
pr``yq2 which is square by hypothesis. Hence it has a
solution. 
Proposition 4.4. If every element of the image of ρE,`n has square discriminant, then for almost all
p, E˜p is isogenous to an elliptic curve with an `
n-isogeny.
Proof. If γ P Gp`nq has nonequal eigenvalues mod `, then it has an eigenvector mod `n by Lemma 3.2.
If γ mod ` is not diagonalizable, then it is conjugate mod ` to something of the form
ˆ
1 r
0 1
˙
. Hence,
by Lemma 4.3, it has an eigenvector mod `n.
This only leaves the case that γ mod ` is scaler. In this case, E˜p (for the primes whose Frobenius
element corresponds to γ) has two distinct `-isogenies. This curve is either isogenous to one without
two distinct `-isogenies (landing in one of the above cases) or there exists a chain of n `-isogenies
giving the desired `n-isogeny. 
Now we take up the question of when potentially lift-exceptional subgroups are actually exceptional.
For ease of notation we will drop the degree from Kp`2m`1q and refer to it simply as K – the fact that
it is a subgroup of GL2pZ{`2m`1Zq will be implied.
Lemma 4.5. A vector v P pZ{`2m`1Zq2 is a simulataneous eigenvector for all elements of K precisely
when
v 9
ˆ
1
k`
˙
, k ” ˘`m´1 pmod `2m´1q.
Proof. The up to multiplication by an invertible scaler, vector v can be normalized to be of the formˆ
1
k`
˙
as K mod ` contains the matrix
ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
. The condition that such a vector is an eigenvector
for any matrix in K reduces to
k2s ” `2m´2s pmod `2m´1q. 
This suggests a method of understanding exceptional subgroups that arise from the inability to
“obviously” lift the Borel structure on the matrices with equal diagonal entries mod `2m. If the matrix
X, which is a preimage under φ1 of a generator of the image of φ1, also has one of these vectors as an
eigenvector, then the group generated by X and K – what we will denote X ¨K 1 – is contained in the
corresponding Borel subgroup, and hence is not exceptional. Otherwise, if every element of X ¨K has
square discriminant, but X shares no eigenvectors with all elements of K, then X ¨K is lift-exceptional.
(Note: a subgroup of X ¨K may fail to be lift-exceptional even when X ¨K is.)
Lemma 4.6. Let X P GL2pZ{`2m`1Zq be contained in a Borel subgroup mod `2m. Then X ¨ K is
contained in a Borel subgroup mod `2m`1 if and only if X has equal diagonal characters mod `m and
writing
X “
ˆ
a` `mx b
`2mz a` `mw
˙
,
1In our context K is a normal subgroup of this composite, so every element of the group can be represented as a power
of X times an element of K. We will always work under this assumption on X.
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we have
˘px´ wq ” pz ´ bq pmod `q.
Proof. It suffices by Lemma 4.5 to consider when X “
ˆ
x1 b
`2mz x2
˙
stabilizes the line spanned byˆ
1
k`
˙
for k ” ˘`m´1 pmod `2m´1q. The eigenvector equation reduces to
`2mz ` kx2 ”`2m kx1 ` k2`b.
A consideration of valuations of the monomials gives that `m | px1 ´ x2q. Now letting x1 “ a ` `mx
and x2 “ a` `mw, the above simplifies to px´ wq ”` ˘pz ´ bq as desired. 
Lemma 4.7. Let Y P GL2pZ{`2m`1Zq be contained in a Borel subgroup mod `2m with equal diagonal
entires modulo `j for 0 ă j ă m. If every element of Y ¨K has square discriminant then Y has equal
diagonal entries modulo `j`1.
Proof. By hypothesis, every element of Y ¨K is a power of Y times an element of K. Write
Y “
ˆ
a` `jx b
`2mz a` `jw
˙
, and R “
ˆ
r s
`2ms t
˙
for an element of K (recall that r ” t pmod `2mq). It is easy to prove by induction that
Y k “
ˆpa` `jxqk ` `k2˘`2mak´2zb kak´1b` `p˚q
k`2mzak´1 pa` `jwqk ` `k2˘`2mak´2zb
˙
.
Now consider the product
Y `
m´j ¨R “
˜
pa` `jxq`m´j `p˚q
0 pa` `jwq`m´j
¸ˆ
r s
`2ms t
˙
“
˜
rpa` `jxq`m´j a`m´js` `p˚q
`2ma`
m´j
s tpa` `jwq`m´j
¸
.
This element has discriminant
∆pY `m´j ¨Rq “
´
rpa` `jxq`m´j ´ tpa` `jwq`m´j
¯2 ` 4`2ma2`m´js2,
“
¨˝
`m´jÿ
k“0
ˆ
`m´j
k
˙
`jka`
m´j´kprxk ´ twkq‚˛2 ` 4`2ma2`m´js2,
”`2m`1
¨˝
r`ma`
m´j´1px´ wq `
`m´jÿ
k“2
ˆ
`m´j
k
˙
`jkra`
m´j´kpxk ´ wkq‚˛2 ` 4`2ma2`m´js2,
since every term in sum includes some power of `, and r ”`2m t. By Hensel’s Lemma (and our
assumption that ` ‰ 2) the discriminant ∆pY `m´j ¨ Rq is a square modulo `2m`1 if and only if it is
zero or an even power of ` times a (nonzero) quadratic residue mod `. Hence the above discriminant
is a square iff
r2a2`
m´j´2px´ wq2 ` 4a2`m´js2 “ a2`m´j´2pr2px´ wq2 ` 4a2s2q,
is a square mod `. In order for every element of Y ¨K to have square discriminant, the quadratic form
Qpr, sq “ px´ wq2r2 ` 4a2s2
must be zero or a quadratic residue modulo ` for all r, s mod `. Hence the discriminant of this
form, ´16px´wq2a2, must be zero mod ` (any form with nonzero discriminant represents a quadratic
non-residue). As ` - a, we have ` | px ´ wq. So in fact the diagonal characters are equal modulo
`j`1. 
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Lemma 4.8. Let Y “
ˆ
a` `mx b
`2mz a` `mw
˙
have equal diagonal entires modulo `m. If every element
of Y ¨K has square discriminant then
px´ wq ” ˘pz ´ bq pmod `q.
Proof. As above, let R “
ˆ
r s
`2ms t
˙
be an element of K. Then we have
∆pY q “ `2m `px´ wq2 ` 4bz˘ ,
∆pY ¨Rq “ `2mr2px´ wq2 ` 4`2mpzr ` asqpas` btq
“ r2∆pY q ` 4`2mpa2s2 ` asrpz ` bqq.
If ∆pY q is a square, then it is `2mδ2, for some δ P Z{`Z. In order for ∆pY ¨ Rq “ `2mpδ2r2 ` 4apz `
bqrs` 4a2s2q to be square, we must have that the quadratic form
Qpr, sq “ δ2r2 ` 4apz ` bqrs` 4a2s2
does not represent any quadratic nonresidue of Z{`Z. Hence the discriminant of Q must be 0 mod `:
pz ` bq2 ” px´ wq2 ` 4zb pmod `q,
which implies
px´ wq ” ˘pz ´ bq pmod `q,
as desired. 
Proposition 4.9. Let X be radical mod ` and Borel mod `2m. Then X ¨ K is lift-exceptional if and
only if the diagonal characters of X are opposite modulo `m`1.
Proof. In order to be lift-exceptional, X ¨ K must not be contained in a Borel subgroup and every
element of X ¨K must have square discriminant. We consider two cases separately:
X has equal diagonal characters mod `: in this case, write
X “
ˆ
a` `jx b
`2mz a` `jw
˙
, and R “
ˆ
r s
`2ms t
˙
.
Lemma 4.6 shows that X ¨K is contained in a Borel subgroup if and only if
(1) px´ wq ” ˘pz ` bq pmod `q.
But Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 with Y “ X show that the congruence (1) must hold if every element of
X ¨K has square discriminant. So X ¨K is never lift-exceptional.
X has opposite diagonal characters mod `: in this case, Lemma 4.6 shows that X ¨K is never
contained in a Borel subgroup; so it suffices to show that every element of X ¨K has square discriminant
precisely when X has opposite diagonal characters modulo `m`1.
If X has opposite diagonal characters modulo `j , then X2 has equal diagonal characters modulo
`j . Hence Lemma 4.7 applied to Y “ X2 shows that this assumption forces the diagonal characters
to be opposite modulo `m (since the sum and difference of the diagonal characters of X can’t both
be divisible by ` while X is contained in a Borel and invertible mod `). Similarly, Lemma 4.8 applied
to Y “ X2 shows that the diagonal characters are opposite modulo `m`1, since the “z” and “b” of
Y “ X2 are both 0 mod `. So this congruence condition is necessary for X ¨K to be lift-exceptional. It
is an easy calculation that all elements of X ¨K have square discriminant if this congruence condition
is met.

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4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.5. To prove Theorem 2.5, it suffices to prove that for any choice of X
subject to the constraints of Proposition 4.9, the exceptional subgroup generated is contained in the
group
Rp`2m`1q “
"ˆ
r s
`2mpsq t
˙
:
 “ ˘1
r ” t pmod `m`1q
*
,
in an appropriate basis.
Proposition 4.10. For any X of the form
X “
ˆ
a` `m`1x b
`2mz ´a` `m`1w
˙
,
X ¨K is contained in Rp`2m`1q up to conjugation.
Proof. If X has the above form with z ” ´b pmod `q, then so will all of its powers. Hence it suffices
to check that something of this form times an arbitrary element of K is contained in Rp`2m`1q:ˆ
a` `m`1x b
´`2mb ´a` `m`1w
˙
¨
ˆ
r s
`2ms t
˙
“
ˆ
rpa` `m`1q ` `2mbs spa` `m`1xq ` bt
`2mp´sa´ brq tp´a` `m`1q ´ `2msb
˙
,
which is clearly true.
Now it remains only to show that we may conjugate X and K by an appropriate matrix M so as
to bring K into itself and bring X 1 “ M´1XM into another matrix of the same form except with
off-diagonal entries of X 1 so that z1 ” ´b1 pmod `q. This is achieved by the a matrix of the form
M “
ˆ
1 µ
0 1
˙
as we have that:
M´1 ¨X ¨M “
ˆ
a` `m`1x´ `2mzµ 2µa` b` `m`1µpx´ wq ´ `2mµ2z
`2mz ´a` `m`1w ` `2mzµ
˙
.
As a is a unit, we may choose µ ” z´b2a pmod `q.
Finally, on some element R of K this acts as
M´1 ¨R ¨M “
ˆ
r ´ `2msµ s` µpr ´ tq ´ `2msµ2
`2ms t` `2msµ
˙
,
which is again an element of K as `2m | pr ´ tq. 
Remark. Rp`2m`1q is itself exceptional and corresponds to X ¨Kp`2m`1q for
X “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1` `m`1
˙
.
We now prove the last part of Theorem 2 (i),
Corollary 4.11. If E{K has an `2m-isogeny up to isogeny but fails to have a global `2m`1 isogeny
up to isogeny, then there exists some quadratic extension F {K such that E is F -isogenous to a curve
E2{F having an `2m`1-isogeny over F .
Proof. The index 2 subgroup of Rp`2m`1q where  “ `1 is contained in the Borel subgroup corre-
sponding to the vector
ˆ
1
`m
˙
. 
Corollary 4.12. For every `, there exists a number field K and an elliptic curve E over K having
a rational `-isogeny, and locally almost everywhere having a rational `2m-isogeny up to isogeny, but
which is not isogenous to an elliptic curve with a global rational `2m`1-isogeny.
Proof. It suffices to demonstrate a subgroup H of GL2pZ{`2m`1Zq giving rise to an exceptional ` for
any choice of `. By Galois theory, there then exists a K and an E given as the base-change of an
elliptic curve E1{K 1 with surjective `-adic image of Galois. As noted in the above Remark, we can
simply take H “ Rp`2m`1q. 
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Remark. If instead of asking for a local-global principle for the isogeny class of E (e.g. our up
to isogeny results) we asked for a strict local-to-global principle, Proposition 3.5 would still give a
necessary condition on potentially exceptional subgroups if Gp`q is not contained in a split Cartan
subgroup. The following example shows that the set of exceptional subgroups is still non-empty even
when you add the extra structure of E itself having an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere:
Let H Ď GL2pZ{`3Zq be the subgroup generated by
M “
ˆ
1 1
`2 1
˙
, X “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
.
H is not contained in a Borel mod `3 as the only two Borels containing X are the upper and lower-
triangular matrices. M itself is contained in a Borel, asˆ
1 1
`2 1
˙ˆ
1
`
˙
“ p1` `q
ˆ
1
`
˙
.
Hence H cannot be the image of the mod `3 Galois representation of an elliptic curve E satisfying the
strict conclusions of the local-to-global principle (it also fails “up to isogeny”). All that remains is to
show that it satisfies the hypotheses – that is that every element is contained in a Borel.
To show this, we may replace H with the quotient by all scaler matrices PH. In this case we have
the relations M `
3 “ 1, X2 “ 1, XMX “M´1. This implies that we have an exact sequence
0 Ñ xMy Ñ H Ñ Z{2ZÑ 0,
where the last map counts the number of copies of X in a word modulo 2. If the image in Z{2Z is 1,
then mod `, the matrix is of the form
ˆ
1 ˚
0 ´1
˙
, and hence has distinct eigenvalues mod `. Lemma
3.1 guarantees that the same is true mod `3, and it is necessarily diagonalizable, hence contained in
a Borel. If a matrix is in the kernel of this map, then it is in the group generated by M , and hence
contained in a Borel.
5. Analysis at ` “ 2
Although the above analysis only holds for odd primes, we may computationally explore the picture
at 2. In this case, the local condition must be modified slightly: we first prove that E{K with a
2n´1-isogeny has a 2n-isogeny locally almost everywhere if and only if the characteristic polynomial
of every element of Gp2nq has a root. This, of course, implies the local condition for other primes `
which is stated more clearly in terms of discriminants.
Proposition 5.1. Let γ P GL2pZ{2nZq be of the form γ “
ˆ
1` 2x 1` 2y
2n´1z 1` 2w
˙
with a rational eigen-
value mod 2n. Then γ has a rational eigenvector.
Proof. The characteristic polynomial of γ is X2´2p1`x`wqX`p1`2xqp1`2wq´2n´1z mod 2n. By
assumption this has a root, and by Hensel’s Lemma such a root must be 1 mod 2. Hence substituting
X “ 1 ` 2Y we have that there exists a root of 4Y 2 ´ 4p2 ` x ` wqY ` 4p1 ` x ` w ` xw ´ 2n´3zq
mod 2n. Equivalently, there exists a root of
(2) Y 2 ´ p2` x` wqY ` 1` x` w ` xw ´ 2n´3z pmod 2n´2q.
The quadratic equation in X for
ˆ
1
2X
˙
to be an eigenvector of γ is
(3) X2 ` x´ w
1` 2yX ´
2n´3z
1` 2y pmod 2
n´2q.
We would like to show that equation (2) having a root implies that equation (3) also has a root. Both
equations have the same parity of the linear term, hence we split into two cases depending on the
parity of x and w.
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Case 1: x and w have opposite parity. In this case, both equation (2) and (3) are of the form
X2 ` aX ` b where a is odd. As there exists a root of (2) mod 2n´2, it must be that 2n´3 is even,
and hence for both (2) and (3) the constant term b is even. Thus there exists a root of equation (3)
by Hensel’s Lemma which is 1 pmod 2q.
Case 2: x and w have the same parity. In this case we let x “ w ` 2r and complete the square on
both equations to get
(4) pY ´ p1` w ` rqq2 ´ p2n´3z ` r2q,
and
(5)
ˆ
X ` r
1` 2y
˙2
´
ˆ
2n´3zp1` 2yq ` r2
p1` 2yq2
˙
.
Equation (4) has a solution mod 2n´2 if and only if 2n´3` r2 is a square mod 2n´2. And equation (5)
has a solution mod 2n´2 if and only if
2n´3zp1` 2yq ` r2 ” 2n´3z ` r2 pmod 2n´2q
is square mod 2n´2. Hence a solution to equation (4) implies one for (5). 
Proposition 5.2. An elliptic curve E{K having a 2n´1-isogeny has a 2n-isogeny locally almost almost
everywhere if and only if for all g P GEp2nq, the characteristic equation of g has a root.
Proof. Given the result of Prop 5.1, this follows from the argument in Prop 4.4. 
Inspired by this criterion, we now make the following definition:
Definition 5.3. A subgroup H Ă GL2pZ{2nZq is called exceptional if
‚ There do not exist integers j, k such that j ` k “ n and H mod 2j is contained in a Borel
subgroup of GL2pZ{2jZq, H mod 2k is contained in a Cartan subgroup of GL2pZ{2kZq,
‚ For every element h P H, the characteristic polynomial of h has a rational root.
Exceptional subgroups of GL2pZ{2nZq give rise to exceptions to the local-global principle mod 2n,
and every exception mod 2n must have image of Galois equal to an exceptional group. The Sage and
Magma code necessary to find all exceptional subgroups of GL2pZ{2nZq for n ď 6 can be found at
stuff.mit.edu/~ivogt/isogeny.
This classification differs from the case of odd primes ` in two ways. There we only classified
minimally exceptional images of Galois, which were assumed to Borel modulo one lower power of
`. This ignores (1) exceptional groups which are images of `r-isogenous curves and (2) exceptional
groups mod higher powers of ` whose reduction is contained in a minimal one. However, if there is
an exception, then there is a minimal exception, so this simplification turned out to be harmless since
there are finitely many lift-exceptional subgroups modulo every odd prime power. The presence of
genus 0 and 1 modular curves for 2-power levels necessitated the finer analysis.
We summarize the results here.
Proposition 5.4. Let H Ă GL2pZ{2nZq be exceptional. Then
(1) n ě 3.
(2) If n “ 3, 4, 5 or 6, then H is a subgroup of one of the maximal exceptional subgroups listed in
Table 1.
(3) If n ě 6, then the corresponding modular curve XH has genus at least 2.
6. Boundedness of Lift-Exceptional Primes
Recall that a prime ` is called lift-exceptional if there exists an elliptic curve E{K with an `-isogeny
and an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere up to isogeny, but which is not isogenous to a curve with
an `n-isogeny.
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label n GL2-level genus generators SZ label RZB label
2147 3 4 0 p 1 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 7 44 3 q, p 5 44 5 q (det not surjective)
2177 3 4 0 p 1 20 1 q, p 7 44 3 q, p 3 44 3 q, p 7 62 3 q (det not surjective)
27445 4 8 0 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 88 9 q, p 13 88 5 q, p 3 90 5 q 8G0-8f 92
189551 5 16 0 p 1 10 1 q, p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 1616 17 q, p 29 1616 13 q (det not surjective)
189605 5 16 0 p 1 10 1 q, p 9 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 1616 17 q, p 29 1616 13 q, p 3 916 21 q (det not surjective)
189621 5 32 1 p 1 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 21 00 21 q, p 3 08 9 q, p 15 278 9 q 32A1-32b 353
189785 5 8 0 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 248 25 q, p 13 2424 21 q (det not surjective)
189892 5 8 0 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 248 25 q, p 13 2424 21 q (det not surjective)
189900 5 16 1 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 1616 17 q, p 29 1616 13 q, p 3 916 21 q 16E1-16h 305
189979 5 8 0 p 1 20 1 q, p 9 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 248 25 q, p 13 2424 21 q, p 13 304 3 q (det not surjective)
189981 5 8 0 p 1 20 1 q, p 9 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 248 25 q, p 13 2424 21 q, p 3 916 21 q (det not surjective)
189995 5 16 1 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 29 1616 13 q, p 3 04 9 q, p 7 44 9 q 16E1-16b 314
190318 5 8 0 p 1 40 1 q, p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 29 2820 21 q, p 19 124 3 q (det not surjective)
190435 5 8 1 p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 248 25 q, p 13 2424 21 q, p 3 916 21 q 8F1-8k 278
190487 5 8 0 p 1 40 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 248 25 q, p 29 2820 21 q, p 19 124 3 q, p 13 304 3 q (det not surjective)
190525 5 8 1 p 1 40 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 13 2424 21 q, p 9 02 3 q, p 13 1210 3 q 8F1-8j 255
876594 6 64 3 p 1 10 1 q, p 9 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 5 00 5 q, p 15 278 9 q (det not surjective)
878116 6 32 3 p 1 20 1 q, p 9 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 21 3232 53 q, p 13 304 3 q (det not surjective)
881772 6 16 3 p 1 40 1 q, p 9 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 29 1648 45 q, p 13 1210 3 q (det not surjective)
885865 6 8 3 p 1 80 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 33 5640 57 q, p 0 91 0 q, p 45 2424 21 q (det not surjective)
890995 6 64 3 p 1 10 1 q, p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 5 00 5 q, p 3 932 15 q 667
891525 6 32 3 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 21 3232 53 q, p 19 3016 21 q 627
891526 6 32 3 p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 3232 33 q, p 21 3232 53 q, p 3 932 15 q 617
891735 6 32 3 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 21 3232 53 q, p 3 916 21 q 636
891737 6 32 3 p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 3232 33 q, p 21 3232 53 q, p 3 932 15 q 621
891738 6 32 3 p 1 20 1 q, p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 3232 33 q, p 21 3232 53 q, p 35 2432 15 q 638
893009 6 16 3 p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 4816 49 q, p 29 1648 45 q, p 19 3016 21 q 612
893011 6 16 3 p 1 40 1 q, p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 29 1648 45 q, p 23 368 9 q 614
893326 6 16 3 p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 4816 49 q, p 29 1648 45 q, p 3 916 21 q 603
893327 6 16 3 p 9 00 1 q, p 3 10 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 1 4816 49 q, p 29 1648 45 q, p 35 5116 21 q 544
894711 6 8 3 p 3 00 1 q, p 3 00 3 q, p 33 5640 57 q, p 45 2424 21 q, p 23 244 3 q 541
Table 1. Maximal exceptional subgroups of GL2pZ{2nZq for n ď 6. The SZ label
corresponds to the paper [10] and the RZB label corresponds to the transpose group
in the paper [7].
The classification of lift-exceptional subgroups (subgroups which occur as images of ρE1,`n for some
E1 isogenous to the E as above) in Theorem 2.5 shows that they are necessarily Borel modulo `2m
and radical modulo `m`1 for some m ě 1. Using this, we bound lift-exceptional primes `, depending
on the number field alone.
We begin with a bound analogous to the bound in [9, Theorem 1] of Sutherland. Being radical mod
` alone puts a condition on the number field K when ` ” 1 pmod 4q.
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Proposition 6.1. For ` ” 1 pmod 4q, if K Ğ Qp?`q, then Gp`q is not contained in a radical subgroup.
Proof. The assumption that Gp`q is contained in a radical subgroup
ˆ
χ1 ˚
0 ˘χ1
˙
, and the fact that
the determinant character is the cyclotomic character, imply that
(6) χ41 “ cyc2 .
If K Ğ Qp?`q, then the image of the determinant contains nonsquares in Fˆ` . But as ` ” 1 pmod 4q,
pFˆ` q4 Ĺ pFˆ` q2, and indeed the square of any nonsquare will not be a fourth power. So we have a
contradiction. 
Corollary 6.2. If ` ” 1 pmod 4q, and `k is a lift-exceptional prime power, then
` ď ∆K .
Remark. In fact, if ` ” 1 pmod 4q, then it is exceptional only if ?` P K.
We can obtain a better bound depending on only the degree of the number field using the following
Lemma and an easy extension of a result of Serre.
Lemma 6.3. The property of being contained in a radical subgroup mod ` is an isogeny invariant.
Proof. If E and E1 are isogenous by a prime-to-` degree isogeny, then Er`s » E1r`s as Galois modules.
Therefore we can assume that E and E1 are `-isogenous. Assume that GEp`q is contained in a
radical subgroup
ˆ
χ1 ˚
0 ˘χ1
˙
of GL2pZ{`Zq. Let χ be the isogeny character for E Ñ E1 (e.g. giving
the Galois action on the kernel of E Ñ E1). We claim that it suffices to show that χ2 “ cyc. Indeed,
recall that the determinant is the cyclotomic character. Therefore the character χ1 of the dual isogeny
E1 Ñ E also satisfies χ12 “ cyc. And so GE1p`q is radical as well.
To show that χ2 “ cyc, note that there is a subgroup H Ă GEp`q, of index at most 2, which is the
kernel of the map φ taking the ratio of the diagonal characters.
H ãÑ GEp`q φÝÑ t˘1u
Since H has only one eigenspace which corresponds to the character χ1, the isogeny character χ can
differ from χ1 by at most a quadratic character. Therefore
χ21 “ cyc “ χ2,
as desired. 
Lemma 6.4 (c.f. Lemma 18’ of [8] in the case K “ Q). The inertia subgroup at λ for every λ above
` ě 5 in OK of PGp`q contains an element of order at least `´13dK .
Remark. Serre’s argument naturally gives `´14dK , but this can be strengthened slightly. In fact, in the
case of potential good reduction at `, if E attains good reduction over an extension of ramification
index 4, then over a ramified quadratic extension, a quadratic twist of E has good reduction. Therefore
in that argument, we may assume that e ď 3.
Corollary 6.5. If GEp`q is contained in a radical Cartan subgroup, then
` ď 6dK ` 1.
Proof. Under these hypotheses, PGp`q would have order at most 2. Hence, by the previous Lemma,
we have that
2 ě `´ 1
3dK
, ñ ` ď 6dK ` 1. 
Corollary 6.6. If p`k, jpEqq is lift-exceptional, then ` ď 6dK ` 1.
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Proof. From the classification of lift-exceptional subgroups, (a member of the isogeny class of) E is
radical mod ` and Borel mod `2. Hence E is isogenous to a curve which has two independent `-isogenies
(factoring the `2-isogeny). But by Lemma 6.3, such a curve is also radical mod `. The result now
follows from Corollary 6.5. 
7. Finiteness of exceptional j-invariants
In this section, we prove the finiteness results in Theorem 1. Corollary 6.6 guarantees that for any
number field K, there are only finitely many primes ` for which some power `n could be lift-exceptional.
Proposition 7.1. For a fixed odd prime `, as k ranges over all natural numbers, there are finitely
many lift-exceptional j-invariants jpEq for `k-isogenies over K.
Proof. If p`k, jpEqq is a lift-exceptional pair, then for some E1{K isogenous to E, GE1p`3q Ď Rp`3q or
E has an `4-isogeny up to isogeny. In both cases, the modular curve XRp`3q and X0p`4q are genus ě 2
for ` ě 3. 
Having addressed the problem of lift-exceptional pairs, we now apply this to say something about
exceptional pairs, where we make no assumption that E has an `-isogeny. If E locally almost every-
where has an `n-isogeny up to isogeny, then it may fail to have an `n-isogeny globally up to isogeny
because it fails to have an `-isogeny. This could be the case whenever ` is an exceptional prime (in the
sense of [9]) for the number field K. The following theorem of Anni, building on work of Sutherland,
bounds such examples:
Theorem 7.2 (Thm 4.3, Cor 4.5, Thm 5.3 of [1]). Let E{K be an elliptic curve with an `-isogeny
locally almost everywhere. Then E has an `-isogeny globally or ` ď maxp∆K , 6dK ` 1q. Further, for
fixed `, there are finitely many exceptional pairs p`, jpEqq unless ` “ 5, 7.
Using this, can prove part (1) of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1 (1). Fix a number field K. We want to show that there are only finitely many
exceptional j-invariants as N ranges over all integers coprime to 70. Let SK :“ t3, 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ `mu be the
list of primes less than maxp∆K , 6rK : Qs ` 1q coprime to 2, 5, and 7. Any exceptions must “come
from these primes”, i.e. for any exceptional pair pN, jpEqq, there exists a prime ` P SK and `n || N
such that p`n, jpEqq is exceptional. We may therefore assume that the prime factors of N are drawn
from SK .
For any ` ‰ 5, 7, let Exc`,K denote the finite set of exceptional j-invariants over K for `-isogenies.
By Proposition 7.1 the set of lift exceptional j-invariants for powers of the prime ` is also finite. Denote
this set Exc`n,K . Then we can define the set
ExcK :“
mď
i“1
Exc`i,K YExc`ni ,K .
Note that this set is finite.
If jpEq is an exceptional j-invariant, then the j-invariant jpE1q for a K-isogenous curve E1 must lie
in ExcK . As K-isogeny classes are finite, this proves the desired result. 
To prove part (2) of Theorem 1 we need to more deeply analyze counter-examples arising from the
failure of the local-global principle mod ` “ 5, 7, since there exist number fields where these occur
infinitely often. Recall the following result of Anni and Banwait–Cremona.
Proposition 7.3 (Prop 1.3 of [2] and Prop 3.8 of [1].).
(1) If p5, jpEqq is an exceptional pair for K then ?5 P K and
‚ PGp5q » D4, the Klein 4 group, and Gp5q is contained in the normalizer of a split Cartan.
(2) If p7, jpEqq is an exceptional pair for K then ?´7 R K and
‚ PGp7q » D6, the Dihedral group of order 6, and Gp7q is contained in the normalizer of a
split Cartan,
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‚ E admits a 7-isogeny over Kp?´7q.
We can explicitly describe the (maximal) exceptional group in these cases. Let α be a generator of
Fˆ` for ` “ 5, 7. Then
Gp`q Ď H`,exc :“
"ˆ
αi 0
0 αj
˙
,
ˆ
0 αi
αj 0
˙*
i”j pmod 2q
.
Define H`n,exc to be the full preimage of H`,exc in GL2pZ{`nZq. Then we have
Proposition 7.4. Let ` “ 5, 7.
(1) Every element of H`2,exc has square discriminant.
(2) If G Ď H`3,exc satisfies the property that Gp`q “ H`,exc and every element has square discrimi-
nant, then genuspXGq ě 2.
Proof. Part (1) is an easy calculation. For part (2), if ` “ 7 this is also easy. As E always has an
`-isogeny over Kp?´7q, p73, jpEqq either gives rise to a Kp?´7q point on X0p73q or XRp73q. Both of
these modular curves have genus ě 2.
If ` “ 5, we use the following elementary observations from representation theory. We represent
D4 “ te, x, y, xyu with x2 “ y2 “ e. The Klein four group D4 has character table:
e x y xy
A 1 1 1 1
B 1 -1 -1 1
C 1 1 -1 -1
D 1 -1 1 -1
Let V :“ M2pF5q be the 4-dimensional vector space of 2 ˆ 2 matrices over F5. We have an action
of D4 “ PH5,exc on V by conjugation. Using character theory, it is easy to show that
V “ A‘B ‘ C ‘D,
as a representation of D4. We explicitly write this as
A “
ˆ
a 0
0 a
˙
, B “
ˆ
b 0
0 ´b
˙
, C “
ˆ
0 c
c 0
˙
, D “
ˆ
0 d
´d 0
˙
.
Note that we have a lift of H5,exc to GL2pZ{5nZq for any n by replacing α with rα P pZ{5nZqˆ of
order 4 lifting α. We will call this lift rH5,exc.
Using this, we claim that it suffices to show that if G Ă GL2pZ{53Zq such that Gp5q equals H5,exc
and every element of G has square discriminant, then
Gp25q “ I ¨ H˜5,exc,
where I Ă GL2pZ{25Zq is a subgroup of 1`A‘B, or 1`A‘C, or 1`A‘D. Indeed, in these cases
an easy Magma computation shows that these groups define modular curves with genus at least 2.
To prove the claim, first notice that every element of G can be written as either
g1 “
ˆ
αi ` 5x 5y
5z αj ` 5w
˙
, or g2 “
ˆ
5x αi ` 5y
αi ` 5z 5w
˙
.
We can calculate
∆pg1q “ pαi ´ αjq
´
pαi ´ αjq ` 2 ¨ 5px´ wq
¯
` 52ppx´ wq2 ` 4yzq,
∆pg2q ” 4αiαj pmod 5q.
So by Hensel’s Lemma, ∆pg2q is always a square. And ∆pg1q is a square if i ‰ j. If i “ j, then ∆pg1q
is a square if and only if p x yz w q has square discriminant modulo 5. We see that this condition depends
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only upon g1 mod 25. So it suffices to determine which subgroups of H52,exc Ă GL2pZ{25Zq satisfy
this property. Since all such groups Gp25q are presented as,
1 Ñ I Ñ Gp25q Ñ H5,exc Ñ 1,
it suffices to classify I. Further I » 1 ` 5 ¨ J for some additive subgroup J of M2pF5q. The matrix
p x yz w q above is the corresponding element of J in this decomposition.
The group J has an action of H5,exc by conjugation, making it a representation of D4 “ PpH5,excq.
Our claim is that the maximal representations giving rise to groups with the desired properties are
A‘B,A‘ C, and A‘D. We have
∆
ˆ
a` b c` d
c´ d a´ b
˙
“ 4pb2 ` c2 ´ d2q.
If b, c, d are drawn from additive subgroups VB, VC , VD of F5, at least two of which are nontrivial,
then the above discriminant represents nonsquares. Hence we have the claim, which completes the
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (2). To prove part (2) of Theorem 1 we must combine information at different
primes. Fix a number field K and a positive integer N . Write
N “ `n11 ¨ `n22 ¨ ¨ ¨ `nkk .
If there exist infinitely many exceptional pairs pN, jpEqq for K, then for each `i, either
(a) genuspX0p`nii qq ď 1, or
(b) there are infinitely many counter-examples for `nii -isogenies over K,
and for at least one prime `i | N , we must be in case (b). Case (a) includes prime powers 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 25, 27, 32, 49.
We may further characterize the counter-examples in case (b): by Proposition 7.1, we are in one of
the following two cases:
‚ ` “ 2 and E{K has Gp2nq contained in one of the genus 0 or 1 groups in Table 1; in this case
n “ 3, 4 or 5.
‚ ` “ 5, 7 and p`, jpEqq is exceptional. In this case, Proposition 7.4 gives that n “ 1 or n “ 2.
However, there is a further condition: the modular curve parameterizing the level structure mod N
(which includes the exceptional level structure in case (b) and the Borel level structure in case (a))
must also have small genus. This is a much stronger condition, which says that the fiber product
X`n11
ˆXp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXp1q X`nkk ,
where X`nii
is short-hand for the modular curve parameterizing the given level structure mod `nii , has
small genus.
To find the finite list in Theorem 1, we compute the genera of the fiber products
XG ˆXp1q XH ˆXp1q X0pNq,
whereG is one of the groups with n ď 5 in Table 1, andH is one ofH5,exc orH7,exc, and genuspX0pNqq “
0 or 1, and the levels of all factors are coprime. This is achieved by functions in the file ram.py available
at stuff.mit.edu/~ivogt/isogeny. The results are as follows:
‚ XG ˆXp1q XH has genus ą 1 for all G and H,
‚ XG ˆXp1q X0pNq has genus “ 0, 1 if and only if G “ G2147 or G2177 and N “ 3, 5, 9,
‚ XH ˆXp1q X0pNq has genus “ 0, 1 if and only if H “ H5,exc and N “ 2.
From this information one can assemble the list
L “ t5, 52, 7, 72u Y t23, 24, 25u Y t3 ˚ 23, 5 ˚ 23, 9 ˚ 23u Y t2 ˚ 5, 2 ˚ 25u,
“ t5, 7, 8, 10, 16, 24, 25, 32, 40, 49, 50, 72u. 
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8. Exceptional Curves with Complex Multiplication
In this section we use the extra O-module structure on ErN s when E has complex multiplication
by an order O in an imaginary quadratic field F to more precisely classify exceptional j-invariants
corresponding to CM curves. Let HF denote the Hilbert class field of F , which is the field of moduli
of elliptic curves with CM by the maximal order OF .
Theorem 8.1. Let E{K have complex multiplication by O with FracpOq “ F . Let OF denote the
maximal order in F . If pN, jpEqq is exceptional, then there exist relatively prime numbers A,B with
N “ A ¨B such that
A ď p#OˆF ¨ rKF : HF sq4 ď p6rK : Qsq4,
and if F Ă K, E has a B-isogeny, or if F Ć K, B factors as B “śi `nii such that for all i one of the
following holds
‚ ni “ 1 and `i|dF , or
‚ `i splits in F , `i ” 1 pmod 4q and K Ą Qp?`iq, or
‚ `i splits in F , `i ” 3 pmod 4q and KF “ Kp?´`iq, or
‚ `i “ 2 splits in F and
– ni “ 1 or 2, or
– ni ě 3 and K Ą Qp
?
2q and KF “ Kp?´2q,
and E does not have an `nii -isogeny up to isogeny over K for `
ni
i || B unless ni “ 1 and `i | dF , or 2
splits in F and `nii “ 2, 4.
The first step in proving this Theorem is reducing to the case of curves with CM by the maximal
order OF . That is achieved by the following Lemma.
Lemma 8.2 ([11, Cor 3]). Let E{K have CM by O Ĺ OF . Then there exists an elliptic curve E1{K
with CM by OF and an isogeny E Ñ E1 defined over K.
From this point forward we will assume that E over K has CM by the maximal order O :“ OF in
the imaginary quadratic field F . We have the following tower of field extensions:
Q
F
HF
QpjpEqq
K
KF
d
The field QpjpEqq is the field of moduli of E and HF denotes the Hilbert class field of F . Recall that
H :“ HF “ F pjpEqq. We let d “ rKF : Hs for simplicity.
As a consequence of the main theorem of complex multiplication we have that ErN s » O{NO as
O-modules and ρE,N pGHq acts on ErN s through CN pOq :“ pO{NOqˆ. By the Chinese remainder
theorem we have a canonical isomorphism
CN pOq »
ź
`n||N
C`npOq.
It is easy to show [3, Lemma 2.2] that
#C`npOq “ `2n´2p`´ 1q
ˆ
`´
ˆ
dF
`
˙˙
.
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As in [3, Theorem 1.1], for any E defined over H “ F pjpEqq with CM by O, the reduced Galois
representation
sρ : GH Ñ pO{NOqˆOˆ
is surjective. As a consequence, if K is arbitrary,
(7)
ź
`n||N
rC`npOq : ρ`npGKF qs ď rCN pOq : ρN pGKF qs ď #OˆrKF : Hs ď 6d.
As as Z-module, we have O “
”
1,
´
dF`?dF
2
¯ı
. Therefore, in this basis, the image of the mod N Galois
representation of EKF is contained in matrices of the form"ˆ
a bdF p1´dF q4
b a` bdF
˙*
,
for a, b P Z{NZ.
If E is defined over the field of moduli QpjpEqq, then the full group ρN pGQpjpEqqq also contains an
element corresponding to complex conjugation of F {Q acting on OF . In terms of our chosen basis
above, this is of the form
c :“
ˆ
1 dF
0 ´1
˙
.
In general, if F Ć K, then the group ρN pGKF q Ă ρN pGKq is an index 2 normal subgroup. So ρN pGKq
is an index less than or equal to 6d subgroup of the group generated by CN pOq and c, which need not
contain c. All elements of ρN pGKq not in ρN pGKF q are of the form
ha,b :“ cga,b “
ˆ
a adF ´ bdF p1´dF q4
b ´a
˙
,
for some a, b.
The main tool in proving Theorem 8.1 is the following result for prime powers:
Proposition 8.3. Let E{K have CM by OF the full ring of integers of F and let ` be a prime. Assume
that E{K has an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere up to isogeny. Then either
(1) n “ 1 and ` | dF and E has an `n-isogeny over K, or
(2) ` splits in F , and
‚ (F Ă K): E has an `n-isogeny over K,
‚ (F Ć K): ` ” 1 pmod 4q, K Ą Qp?`q, and E does not have an `n-isogeny up to isogeny
over K,
‚ (F Ć K): ` ” 3 pmod 4q, KF “ Kp?´`q, and E does not have an `n-isogeny up to
isogeny over K,
‚ (F Ć K): `n “ 2 or 4, and E has an `n-isogeny up to isogeny over K,
‚ (F Ć K): ` “ 2, n ě 3, K Ą Qp?2q and KF “ Kp?´2q, and E does not have an
`n-isogeny up to isogeny over K.
(3) The index
rC`npOq : ρ`npGKF qs ě
$’&’%
`n{2´1p`´ 1q : n ě 4 even or ` odd and n “ 2,
`pn´1q{2 : n ě 3 odd
` : n “ 1 or ` “ 2, n “ 2.
ě `n{4.
Corollary 8.4. Let E{K have CM by O with FracO “ F and let ` be a prime. If#
` : n “ 1
`n{4 : n ą 1
+
ą #OˆF d,
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then p`n, jpEqq is exceptional if and only if ` splits in F , F Ć K and
‚ ` ” 1 pmod 4q, K Ą Qp?`q, or
‚ ` ” 3 pmod 4q, KF Ă Kpζ`q, or
‚ ` “ 2, n ě 3 and both K Ą Qp?2q and KF “ Kp?´2q.
Remark. In the case K “ Q, this gives an alternate proof that for ` ą 7, there are no exceptional CM
j-invariants.
In the course of the proof of this Proposition, we will need the following strengthening of Hensel’s
Lemma, which implies that a unit mod 2n for n ě 3 is a square if and only if it is a square mod 23.
Lemma 8.5. Let f P Zprxs be a polynomial and α P Zp such that
vppf 1pαqq ď n, and vppfpαqq ě 2n` 1.
Then there exists a unique β P Zp such that fpβq “ 0 and vppβ ´ αq ą 2n` 1.
Proof of Proposition 8.3. In order for E to have an `n-isogeny locally almost everywhere up to isogeny,
every element of ρ`npGKq must have a root of its characteristic polynomial (equivalently square dis-
criminant when ` is odd). We begin by considering the condition this imposes on elements of the index
ď 2 subgroup ρ`npGKF q. Any element has the form
ga,b “
ˆ
a bdF p1´dF q4
b a` bdF
˙
,
with characteristic polynomial and discriminant
χa,bpxq “ x2 ` p2a` bdF qx` apa` bdF q ´ b2dF p1´ dF q{4, ∆pga,bq “ b2dF .
Let us split into the following cases:
` is inert in F . If ` is odd, then dF is a nonzero nonsquare mod `, and so in order for all
ga,b P ρpGKF q to have square discriminant, we need v`pbq ě rn{2s. Therefore the image of ρ`rn2 spGKF q
is contained in the scalar matrices in GL2pZ{`rn2 sZq. And so
rC`npOq : ρ`npGKF qs ě
#C
`r
n
2 spOq
#ρ`rn{2spGKF q
ě `
2rn
2
s´2p`´ 1qp`` 1q
`r
n
2
s´1p`´ 1q ,
“ `rn2 s´1p`` 1q.
Therefore this falls into case (3).
If ` “ 2, then dF ” 5 pmod 8q. Assume that 2 - b, then
χa,bpxq ” x2 ` x` 1 pmod 2q.
Therefore there are no solutions mod 2, and hence mod any power of 2.
If 2 | b, then write b “ 2b1 for simplicity. In this case we may change variables to complete the
square,
(8) χa,bpxq “ px` pa` b1dF qq2 ´ pb1q2dF
to reduce to the question of whether pb1q2dF is a square mod 2n. This is impossible if v2pb1q ă rn{2s´1,
since dF is not a square mod 8. The case v2pb1q ě rn{2s´1 implies v2pbq ě rn{2s which in turn implies
rC2npOq : ρ2npGKF qs ě 2
2rn{2s´2 ¨ 3
2rn{2s´1
“ 3 ¨ 2rn{2s´1 ě 2rn{2s,
and so also falls into case (3).
` ramifies in F . This is the case when ` | dF . If ` is odd, then v`pdF q “ 1 and so we need
v`pbq ě tn{2u for all ga,b P ρpGKF q. As above this implies that
rC`npOq : ρ`npGKF qs ě rC`tn{2upOq : ρ`tn{2upGKF qs ě `tn{2u,
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and so falls into case (3) if n ě 2. If n “ 1 then as dF is zero mod `, ∆pga,bq is trivially always a square.
In addition p 01 q is a simultaneous eigenvector of all ga,b P ρ`pGKF q as well as c; hence it is necessarily
a simultaneous eigenvector of all elements of ρ`pGKq. Therefore E{K always has an `-isogeny. For a
discussion of this isogeny, see [4, Sections 12 and 13].
If ` “ 2, then v2pdF q “ 2 or 3, corresponding to whether dF {4 is 3 or 2 mod 4, respectively. We
change variables to complete the square and the characteristic polynomial of ga,b simplifies to
px´ pa` bdF {2qq2 ´ b2dF {4.
This has a solution if and only if b2dF {4 is a square mod 2n.
If dF {4 ” 2 pmod 4q, then it has odd 2-adic valuation and hence b2dF {4 does as well. So it is a
square if and only if v2pbq ě tn{2u. Exactly as in the odd case, this implies that
rC2npOq : ρ2npGKF qs ě 2tn{2u,
and so falls into case (3) unless n “ 1. In that case p 01 q is again a simultaneous eigenvector of all of
ρ2pGKq and so E has a 2-isogeny over K.
If dF {4 ” 3 pmod 4q and 2 - b, then b2dF {4 is a unit, which is not a square mod 4. If v2pbq ă tn{2u,
then b2dF {4 is not a square mod 2n. If v2pbq ě tn{2u, then we are in case (3) unless n “ 1, in which
case we are in case (1). One of a or b is always 0 mod 2. Therefore p 11 q is a simultaneous eigenvector
of all of ρ2pGKF q and also c, and therefore all of ρ2pGKq.
` splits in F . If ` is odd, then dF is a nonzero square mod ` and so we have D P pZ{`nZqˆ such
that D2 ” dF pmod `nq. If ` “ 2, and 2 - b, then the characteristic polynomial of ga,b reduces to x2`x
mod 2. By Hensel’s Lemma this has distinct roots mod all powers of 2. If 2 | b, we again let b “ 2b1
and complete the square as in (8) to get that pb1q2dF must be a square mod 2n. But this is always
a square mod all powers of 2 as dF is a unit square mod 8. Hence for all primes ` splitting in F , all
elements of ρ`npGKF q have a rational root of their characteristic polynomial. Let us now determine
when the same is true for ρ`npGKq in the case that F Ć K.
Every ha,b P ρpGKqr ρpGKF q is of the form
ha,b “ cga,b “
ˆ
a adF ´ bdF p1´dF q4
b ´a
˙
.
Since this is trace 0, the characteristic polynomial has a root if and only if ´det “ a2`abdF´b2dF p1´
dF q{4 is a square. We split into the following cases:
If ` ” 1 pmod 4q, then using multiplicativity of determinants, the discriminant of g P ρpGKq is
always a square if and only if the determinant is always a square. Using the Weil pairing this occurs
if and only if K Ą Qp?`q.
If ` ” 3 pmod 4q, then the discriminant of g P ρpGKqq is always a square if and only if for all
g P ρpGKF q we have that detpgq is a square and for all h P ρpGKq r ρpGKF q we have that detphq is
not a square. Hence the normalizer character for pKF q{K factors through the determinant character,
which is the cyclotomic character. In fact it must factor through the quadratic character of the unique
quadratic subfield of Kpζ`q, so equivalently,
KF “ Kp?´`q.
In particular, note that ` ramifies in K, since it splits in F .
If ` “ 2 and n ě 3, then by Lemma 8.5 the negative of the determinant of ha,b is a square if
and only if it is a square mod 8. Therefore every element of ρ2npGKq has square discriminant if and
only if the determinant restricts to `1 mod 8 on ρ2npGKF q and ´1 mod 8 on ρ2npGKqr ρ2npGKF q.
This implies first that K contains the quadratic subfield of Qpζ8q determines by t˘1u Ă pZ{8Zqˆ,
namely Qp?2q. Furthermore, the normalizer character for KF {K must factor through the cyclotomic
character. Therefore
KF “ Kpζ8q “ Kp
?´2q,
as K already contains
?
2.
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This completes the forward implication of Proposition 8.3. All that remains is to show that for split
prime powers large enough to be excluded from case (3), `n is exceptional if and only if F Ć K and
`n ‰ 2, 22.
The elements p˘D `?dF q{2 P OF represented by the vectors
v˘ :“
ˆp´dF ˘Dq{2
1
˙
,
are simultaneaous eigenvectors of all of ρ`npGKF q. Therefore EKF has an `n-isogeny. So we may
assume that F Ć K. Changing into the rv`, v´s basis, everything is of the form
g˜a,b :“
¨˝
a` b
´
dF`D
2
¯
0
0 a` b
´
dF´D
2
¯‚˛,
and complex conjugation simply swaps v` and v´. Since this is scalar mod 2, 2n is not exceptional
for n ď 2.
Define
r :“ min
ga,bPρpGKF q
pv`pbqq.
The only simultaneous eigenvectors of all ga.b mod `
k are congruent to v˘ mod `k´r, and hence in the
v˘ basis, are given by
`
`k´rx
1
˘
,
`
1
`k´rx
˘
for any choice of x. In order for a vector congruent to v˘ mod
`k´r to be an eigenvector of a h˜a,b :“ c˜g˜a,b “
´
0 a`bpdF`Dq{2
a`bpdF´Dq{2 0
¯
mod `k we must have
`2pk´rqx2pa¯ bDq ” a˘ bD pmod `kq.
But by assumption a ˘ bD is a unit in O{`nO, and hence we must have k “ r. Therefore there are
no common eigenvectors for the entire normalizer (e.g. for the g˜a,b and the h˜a1,b1) modulo any larger
powers of ` then `r.
If we assume that r ă tn{2u, there do not exist j, k with j ` k “ n such that ρ`j pGKq is contained
in a Cartan mod `j and ρ`kpGKq is contained in a Borel mod `k. Therefore EK does not have an
`n-isogeny up to isogeny over K. As above, modulo `r, ρpGKF q is contained in the scalar matrices, so
rC`npOq : ρ`npGKF qs ě `
2r´2p`´ 1q2
`r´1p`´ 1q “ `
r´1p`´ 1q.
So r ě tn{2u is in case (3).
Finally, `n{4 is a lower bound for the more refined bounds in part (3). 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Factor N as
ś
iPS `
ni
i . By assumption of E having an N -isogeny locally almost
everywhere up to isogeny, E has an `nii -isogeny locally almost everywhere up to isogeny for each i.
We will define B as a subproduct of those prime powers such that `nii ą rC`nii pOq : ρ`nii pGKF qs4 and
(1) (F Ă K)
‚ ni “ 1 and `i|dF
‚ `i splits in F .
(2) (F Ć K)
‚ ni “ 1 and `i|dF
‚ `i splits in F , `i ” 1 pmod 4q and K Ą Qp?`iq,
‚ `i splits in F , `i ” 3 pmod 4q and KF “ Kp?´`iq
‚ `i “ 2 splits in F and either ni “ 1, 2 or K Ą Qp
?
2q and KF “ Kp?´2q.
Proposition 8.3 implies that E has a `nii -isogeny for each `
ni
i || B if and only if F Ă K or ni “ 1 and
`i | dF , or `i “ 2 and ni ď 2.
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What remains is to show that the quotient A :“ N{B is small. Let A “ śj pmjj . By (7) and
Proposition 8.3
6d ě rCApOq : ρApGKF qs
ě
ź
j
rC
p
mj
j
pOq : ρ
p
mj
j
pGKF qs,
and each prime pj not in B must fall into case (3) of Proposition 8.3, so
ě
ź
j
p
mj{4
j “ A1{4,
and the result follows. 
9. Exceptional Primes for K “ Q
From [9, Thm 2], the only exceptional pair for prime N over Q is p7, 2268945{128q. Hence for all
other primes `, if E locally almost everywhere has an `-isogeny, then it has an `-isogeny over Q. Since
our goal here is to find all prime power exceptions over Q, we can use Theorem 2.5 for odd prime
powers and Proposition 5.4 powers of 2.
By considering X0p`nqpQq, it has been shown that there exist `n-isogenies over Q if and only if `n “
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 25, 27, 37, 43, 67, 163 (see table in [6]). In particular, there are no `2-isogenies
over Q for ` ě 7. As 5 ” 1 pmod 4q, Corollary 6.2 guarantees that the only exceptional pairs over Q
could come from ` “ 2, 3, 7.
9.1. Exceptional Subgroups at ` “ 3. X0p3rqpQq has only cuspidal rational points when r ě 4. As
any exceptional subgroup modulo 3r must be lift-exceptional, all exceptional j-invariants must give
rise to rational points on the modular curve XRp27q, as we now show. Indeed, by Theorem 2.5, if
p3r, jpEqq is lift-exceptional, then either jpE1q P XRp27qpQq or jpE1q P X0p34qpQq, for E1 Q-isogenous
to E. But X0p34q has no noncuspidal rational points.
The group Rp27q corresponds to the congruence subgroup 27B4 in the Cummins–Pauli database,
and as such XRp27q is genus 4. The group Rp27q is not “arithmetically maximal” (as in Definition 3.1
of [7]). It is conjugate to a subgroup of the genus 2 group G32 Ă GL2pZ{33Zq with generatorsˆ
26 0
0 26
˙
,
ˆ
11 21
0 5
˙
,
ˆ
19 9
0 10
˙
,
ˆ
16 3
0 1
˙
,
ˆ
8 18
0 26
˙
,
ˆ
1 0
0 26
˙
,
ˆ
1 6
0 1
˙
,
ˆ
10 2
18 1
˙
,
ˆ
1 9
0 1
˙
.
Using the publically available Magma code from [7] in the case ` “ 3, Jeremy Rouse and David
Zureick-Brown computed that the corresponding modular curve X32 has equation
X32 : y
2 ` px3 ` z3qy “ ´5x3z3 ´ 7z6,
in the weighted projective space Pp1, 3, 1q. They also computed that the map X32 Ñ Xp1q is given by
j “ ´p´3x
9 ` 99x6y ´ 189x6z3 ` 63x3y2 ` 126x3yz3 ´ 441x3z6 ` 25y3 ´ 21y2z3 ` 147yz6 ´ 343z12q3p´3x3 ` y ´ 7z3q3
p4y ´ 7z3qpx3 ` yq9p27x6 ` 18x3y ` 63x3z3 ` 7y2 ` 7yz3 ` 49z6q .
The Jacobian of X32 is rank 0, so the implementation of Chaubaty’s method in Magma gives that
X32pQq “ tr1 : ´1 : 0s, r1 : 0 : 0su.
Using the j-map above, both rational points of X32 are cuspidal, and so the same must be true of any
rational points on XRp27q.
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9.2. Exceptional Subgroups at ` “ 7. Since there are no elliptic curves over Q with 72-isogenies,
all exceptions 7-adically over Q come from exceptions mod 7. Thus j “ 2268945{128 is the only
j-invariant giving 7-adic exceptions over Q. From Proposition 7.4 we have that this j-invariant is
also exceptional mod 49. However, it is not exceptional mod 73; by sampling Frobenius elements,
one quickly sees that every element of ρ73pGQq need not have square discriminant. For example
#EpF53q “ 58, so a53 “ ´4 and
∆pρpFrob53qq ” ´2272 pmod 73q,
which is not a square as 7 ” 3 pmod 4q.
label n RZB label RZB cover Q-points on RZB cover
27445 4 92 92 family j1
189621 5 353 353 cuspidal
189900 5 305 168 cuspidal
189995 5 314 158 cuspidal + (j=287496 (CM by -16))
190435 5 278 54 cuspidal + (j=1728)
190525 5 255 54 cuspidal + (j=1728)
890995 6 667 354 cuspidal
891525 6 627 168 cuspidal
891526 6 617 159 cuspidal
891735 6 636 168 cuspidal
891737 6 621 159 cuspidal
891738 6 638 168 cuspidal
893009 6 612 52 cuspidal
893011 6 614 51 cuspidal + (j=8000 (CM by -8)
893326 6 603 54 cuspidal + (j=1728)
893327 6 544 53 cuspidal + (j=1728)
894711 6 541 51 cuspidal + (j=8000 (CM by -8))
Table 2. Rational points on 2-adic exceptional modular curves.
9.3. Exceptional Subgroups at ` “ 2. Proposition 5.4 gives all maximal exceptional subgroups
of GL2pZ{2nZq for n ď 6 (which in particular covers all exceptions over Q since X0p32q contains no
noncuspidal rational points). In order for G Ă GL2pZ{2nZq to occur over Q, the determinant map
det : G Ñ pZ{2nZqˆ must be surjective. Table 5 gives labels from the recent work of Sutherland–
Zywina [10] and Rouse–Zureick-Brown [7] for such groups which can occur over Q. The relevant
information from [7] is contained in Table 2. The curve X27445 is genus 0 with infinitely many Q-
points, while the remainder have no noncuspidal non-CM rational points. The modular curve X27445
has j-parameterization:
j1 “ ´4t
8 ` 110640t6 ´ 221336t4 ` 110640t2 ´ 4
64t6 ´ 128t4 ` 64t2 .
Outside of a thin subset, points of X27445pQq correspond to elliptic curves E{Q with ρE,16pGQq con-
jugate to the group 27445, and hence are exceptional; see Remark 6.2 of [7].
As above we rule out the CM j-invariants not 1728 by sampling discriminants of Frobenius elements.
For any E{Q with jpEq “ 1728, and any rational prime p which is inert in Qpiq, the Frobenius
element Frobp is contained in the complement of the Cartan subgroup ρE,25pGQpiqq. As in Section 8,
such matrices have trace 0, and hence the discriminant depends only upon the determinant. Hence
∆pρE,25pFrobpqq is a square modulo 25 if and only if ´4 ¨ p is a square modulo 25, which is visibly
independent of twists. As ´11 ” 5 pmod 8q is not a square, Frob11 witnesses the fact that j “ 1728
is not exceptional.
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